Corporate Profile

Our Group Companies
Up Town International (Pvt.) Ltd.
Exporter of Fresh Sri Lankan Fresh Produce & Spices
Exporter of Coconuts and King Coconuts
Exporter of Coconut based products
Uptown Supply Solutions (Pvt.) Ltd.
Freight Forwarding
Supply Chain Solutions
Imports & Exports

Uptown Teas (Pvt.) Ltd.
Manufacturers of single origin tea
Exporters of Bulk Tea
Exporters of packed and flavored tea
TravelPod Lanka (Pvt.) Ltd.
One Stop Travel & Tour Solutions Provider
Destination Management
MICE - Meetings, Incentives, Conferences, and Events

Sixty Six Lanka (Pvt.) Ltd.
Trading and Marketing
E Commerce Platform
E Market Place

Master Minds Technologies (Pvt.) Ltd.
Software Developments
Business Process Outsourcing
Information Technology Security

Master Minds Institute (Pvt.) Ltd.
Information Communication Technology Training
Skills Development Workshops
Inductions and Coaching
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About Us
Up Town International was incorporated in 2013 as a private limited entity. Ever
since its inception 6 years ago, Up Town International has become a strong force,
and successfully diversified its business into multiple sectors.
Founded by Expert Strategists, UTI Group is dedicated to help its customers to find
the right product mix to fulfill their requirements and help improve the efficiency
partner businesses.
Ensuring delivery of the highest quality which are cost effective to its clients is an
effort to maximize customer satisfaction as well as to meet the needs and the
expectations of the clients while strictly abiding by the set regulations.
UTI Group strives to be the region’s complete and primary source of quality Food
products, complimented with reliable and efficient customer services, thereby be
recognized as the leading organization in Imports, Exports, Wholesale Trading,
Freight Forwarding, Supply Solutions and Travel & Tourism.
Up Town Group of Companies commitment to its customers is vast selection of
consumable, one stop travel solutions and complete supply chain solutions with
competitive prices, product or service satisfaction guarantee, exceptional customer
service and complete confidentiality thanks to its hard working Staff.
The group recently has further expanded into world renowned Ceylon Tea
production and exports and has established its own information technology wing,
which supports the exponential growth of the group, and provides its IT Security
and development services to the clients too.
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Vision
Be recognized as an agricultural and industrial group and being part of the best
international suppliers of fresh perishable products agri-foods market and be
recognized as the most preferred travel partner for Sri Lanka and to the best
supply chain solutions provider in the country.

Mission
Increase our turnover and our market shares with a sufficient profitability by
supplying high quality, competitive and varied products and services, in perfect
harmony with the environment and respecting the security rules.
Accomplish an incremental improvement pattern on our abilities and
performances, practice near Zero carbon footprint mechanisms, focus all our
efforts on common corporate goals by setting up a management system based on
the best industry practices in order satisfy and fulfill the needs of our clients.

Core Values
EXPERT: Deep expertise and insightful evidence-based solutions on everything
we do.
GROUNDED: Positive change starts at the source, so our experts work closely
with local farmers, engaging them and supporting them to give us the best.
IMPACTFUL: We take a long-term view so we can deliver lasting changes for both
the upside and the downside of our supply chain.
BOLD: We model innovative new approaches and are not afraid to challenge
strategies that are failing.
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Fresh Produce Exports
One of UTI's key qualities is its ability to ensure that the producer members adhere to
the UTI production terms to cater any specific requirements of its clients. UTI Staff
play a strategic role, from the purchase of products to the selection of varietals, from
assistance in the application of the production measures to the identification of faults
to ensure Optimum Conditions of the Products.
UTI makes sure that majority of the fruits and vegetables are derived from pesticide
free farming facilities.
Organic Produce
We specialize in export of Organic Husk Removed coconuts, Fresh ready to eat
Organic Vegetables and Organic Farm Fresh Fruits to destinations around the world
using our supply chain on perfect packaging solutions and expedited shipping.
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King Coconuts and Exotic Drinks
Sri Lanka is very well known to its coconuts and coconut-based products. And the
coconuts from this island nation has its unique taste. And Sri Lanka is one of very few
places where the orange King Coconut is available abundantly which is an exotic drink.
The water in the Orange Coconut which is known as Thambili at its home, is one of the
purest forms of water man could have on this earth.
We export king coconuts in bulk, in boxes of six with ready to drink safety wrapping,
and bottled king coconut water which indeed is exotic.
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Spices
With our own Cinnamon & Other Spices collection centres which maintain high
quality yield. The management team is personally involved in the cinnamon selecting
process to ensure that only the best is delivered to the word wide clientele.
Meeting the current global demand in areas of both-food and medicinal
requirements, our own immaculately managed state-of-the-art cinnamon
processing and packaging factory ensure high turnover of cinnamon, meeting our
clients’ needs.
Stringent Quality control is maintained throughout the production process, keeping
in mind, the final human consumption of products.
We employ skilled and experienced work force in both traditional and latest
technical processing methods. Knowledge and skill passed down through
generations are employed in preserving the true, pure; Ceylon Cinnamon
Production.
With many years of experience in the Local business through our retail wings
provides spice products for local clients and all continents. Understanding the varied
business needs, processes and etiquettes involved we can be export truly as a global
provider.
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Premium Coconut Products
Enjoy a large assortment of 100% organic coconut-based food & beverages sourced
and manufactured ethically from the tropical paradise island – Sri Lanka. The
reputed manufacturer & exporter of coconut-based products in Sri Lanka – offers
premium quality processed coconut products for the international wholesale
market.
Every coconut that turned into our products is hand-picked at its peak for optimal
freshness and nutritional value and processed & manufactured using the ultramodern technologies at our own factory premises, and are Nutrient-Rich, Organic,
and GMO FREE.
We do cater to both consumers and businesses and have suitable packaging options
to cater all needs, including colorful retail packaging and special bulk bags and
barrels.
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Tea
Our team has been carefully picked. Chosen for their heart for tea. Every tea pack
that comes to you is a labour of love from the picking of the tea to the packing of
the boxes. The creation of a perfect blend of tea is an art – a mastery handed down
from generation to generation and built upon by creativity and ingenuity. The
beautiful designs of the hand packed packaging pays homage to this art form and
seeks to share with you the pride we feel in our offering to you.
We are in the business of manufacturing and marketing tea and tea related
products in the international beverage market.
To our consumers we offer uncompromised value, freshness and quality.
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Packaging Solutions
The leading importer and distributor of packaging solution providers of flexible
packaging products in Sri Lanka.
High quality, ethical trade practices, customer satisfaction, sustainable and safe
working standards serve as our core values resulting in good long-term
relationships with valued customers.
Driven by the passion of producing excellent flexible packaging solutions and
services to our clients, we have been able to efficiently cater to the customized
packaging needs of various industries like fresh produce, tea, dairy, spices and
more.
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Freight Forwarding
In a world of fast fashion and short lead times we understand the value of timely
delivery and the implications of a lost opportunity to the business. That’s why at
USS we’ve made it our business to ensure that you focus on your core
competencies and leave the rest to us.
Our roots in the heart of the Indian Ocean and a network spread across the globe,
USS is anchored on one of the historic Maritime Silk Road’s transport hubs; Sri
Lanka. Our infrastructure and resources at origins ensure a complete range of
solutions. We are well experienced in handling all emergencies and we specialize
in forwarding time bound cargo such as fresh produce, edible fish, natural flowers
etc.
We have made creativity, reliability, and timeliness our mantra. From strong
partnerships with key suppliers to a team highly conversant in customs rules and
regulations, every aspect of our business is geared towards ensuring yours runs
effortlessly.
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Travel & Tourism
We’re committed to make your holiday experience an unforgettable one!
We are a travel boutique offering unique holiday experiences in Sri Lanka and
Maldives, operated by a passionate team of travelholics committed and dedicated
to make your holiday in Sri Lanka and Maldives a truly enjoyable one and would
linger in your memories forever.
Be it your very special honeymoon with your loved one, a family retreat or a fun
packed holiday with your gang, we will ensure that all your requirements from
Accomodation, Transport, Chauffer guides to anything you need are taken care of.
You only need to come and enjoy our hospitality.
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Information Technology
Master Minds. Our name says it all. Right from the start, we planned Master Minds
to be an ideas and solutions wing of the group, not a typical developer or service
provider.
So, when we talk about information security, design or development, we mean
great ideas and right solutions for client’s needs. We express those ideas through
all forms of communication; we facilitate solutions in every possible form to
answer the ground situation.
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Key Management Team
A.R.Z. Haris (PGD in Bus. Adm)

Kabir Zavahir (ICASL)

Group Chairman

Group Managing Director

haris@uptown.lk

kabir@uptown.lk

Yasir Haris (MBA, ACIM)

Rusham Monsoor (MBA, PMP, CPA)

Director – Business Development & Marketing

Director – Freight & Logistics

yasir@uptown.lk

rusham@uptown.lk

Mushthaque Mohideen (B.Sc, MBCS)

Ajmal Ahamed (Dip in Mkt)

Director – Information Technology

Director – Travel & Tourism

Mushthaque@masterminds.lk

ajmal@travelpod.lk

Amajd Ahamed (MBA, ACMA)

Yusra Haris (BBA)

Director – Finance

Director – Human Resource Development

amjad@uptown.lk

yusra@uptown.lk

Mushthaque

Mushthaque
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Contact Information

Group Head Quarters
Uptown Group of Companies,
66, Vauxhall Street,
Colombo 00200,
Sri Lanka.
info@uptown.lk
+94 11 739 9030

Processing Plant
Uptown International (Pvt) Ltd,
123, Hendela Road,
Wattala 11300,
Sri Lanka.
factory@uptown.lk
+94 11 298 5087

Logistics
Uptown Supply Solutions (Pvt.) Ltd.
Master Minds Building,
Vauxhall Street,
Colombo 00200,
Sri Lanka.
logistics@uptown.lk
+94 11 744 5383

Trading
Sixty Six Lanka (Pvt.) Ltd.
Level G,
66, Vauxhall Street,
Colombo 00200,
Sri Lanka.
info@sixtysix.lk
+94 11 233 3327

IT & Training
Masterminds Technologies (Pvt.) Ltd.
Master Minds Building,
Vauxhall Street,
Colombo 00200,
Sri Lanka.
info@masterminds.lk
+94 11 739 9033

Travel & Tourism
TravelPod Lanka (Pvt.) Ltd.
Level 1
66, Vauxhall Street,
Colombo 00200,
Sri Lanka.
info@travelpod.lk
+94 11 737 4222
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